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Over 25 adorable craft projects

Finding the perfect gift to welcome a new arrival into the
world can be tough. Yes, the local baby boutiques are ﬁlled
with adorable onesies and toys – but are they unique enough?
For those looking for something a bit diferent for an extra
special newborn or toddler, why not start with a needle and
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Note for all crafters
For any of the projects in this book, you can follow the steps closely or use your creativity to personalise them however you
wish. It is best to pre-wash and pre-shrink any fabrics before cutting or sewing to prevent your final item from distorting when
washed. Always be safety conscious when making anything for a baby or child. If the item includes any loose pieces, especially
buttons, make sure they are securely attached and regularly check for wear and tear, making repairs if necessary.
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ALSO NEEDED FOR THE LAMB

✿ Light-grey, black, and pink thread
✿ 25 x 30cm (93⁄4 x 12in) light-grey
fabric for the body

✿ Scraps of cream and pink fabrics
for the nose and bow

ALSO NEEDED FOR THE GIRAFFE

✿ Light-brown thread
✿ 30 x 20cm (12 x 8in) light-brown
fabric for the body

✿ Scraps of light-brown fabric for the
hooves, nose, forelock, and horns

Cuddly cushions

Cudlycushions

These lovable cushion covers make a charming set or can be used individually.
Choose fabrics that complement each other but are different. Each cushion
cover opens at the back to accommodate a 40 x 40cm (16 x 16in) cushion pad.
YOU WILL NEED

✿ marker pen or pencil ✿ tracing paper ✿ scissors ✿ 40 x 40cm (16 x 16in) fusible

interfacing, per cushion ✿ fabrics for the animals (see opposite) ✿ iron ✿ pins ✿ 42 x 42cm
(161⁄2 x 161⁄2in) square main cushion fabric and two 42 x 31cm (161⁄2 x 121⁄4in) rectangles main cushion
fabric, per cushion ✿ contrasting thread for tacking ✿ needle ✿ thread to match main cushion fabric

✿ sewing machine capable of zigzag stitch ✿ black embroidery thread ✿ large-eyed needle
✿ 45 x 45cm (173⁄4 x 173⁄4in) wadding, per cushion ✿ 45 x 45cm (173⁄4 x 173⁄4in) thin, white cotton fabric, per cushion

1

With a marker pen or pencil, trace the
templates on page 228
144 for the lamb and giraffe
onto the tracing paper. Cut out the templates.

2

Iron the fabric for the animal’s body and the scraps for
the animal details to the fusible interfacing, setting your
iron to warm, not hot. Cut the fusible interfacing as required
before you start. Make sure the shiny side of the interfacing
is against the wrong side of the fabric. Press irmly on the
iron until the fabric and interfacing have fused together.
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4

Centre and pin the animal’s body on the front
cushion fabric. If making the lamb, lay the bow and
nose on top of the lamb’s body. If making the giraffe,
lay the hooves, nose, and forelock on top of the body
and tuck the two horns slightly underneath the head.
Pin all the pieces in place.

3

Pin your template pieces to their corresponding
pieces of interfaced fabric. Cut around the templates,
then remove the pins and the templates. Iron the main
fabric square and the two rectangles. These will form
the front and back laps of the cushion respectively.

contrasting
thread

5

Using the contrasting thread, tack all the pieces in
place on the front cushion fabric. Tack around the
edges of every piece, however small. Remove the pins.

Cuddly cushions

STITCHING THE ANIMALS
When stitching the giraffe,
use the same light-brown
thread throughout, but for the
lamb, use pink thread to sew

6

Set your sewing machine to a wide zigzag stitch with a short 0-1 stitch

the bow in place. Follow the
228 to see
guides on page 144
where the stitching should be
extended to define the legs
and the lamb’s ears and tail.
Thread your sewing machine
and bobbin with black thread
to stitch the lamb’s nose. Use
the photograph on page 10
as a guide.

length, to create a close satin stitch. Thread your sewing machine and
bobbin with the correct colour thread and carefully stitch along all the
edges of your pieces. (See the box, right, for more information.)

7

Once your animal is machine-stitched
in place, remove all the tacking stitches.

8

Hem one long edge on each of the back laps by folding it over
twice, each time by 1cm (1⁄2in). Pin in place as shown. Thread

Thread the large-eyed needle with black

your sewing machine and bobbin with matching thread and

embroidery thread and embroider the

re-set the machine to a straight stitch of normal width and

animals’ eyes. The giraffe also has nostrils;

length. Stitch close to the edge of the fold. Remove the pins.

use light-brown thread to embroider these.

Repeat on the second lap. Next, cut a piece of wadding and a
piece of thin, white cotton, each 42 x 42cm (161⁄2 x 161⁄2in) square.

13
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14

sandwich
the wadding
between the
white cotton
and cushion
front fabric

9

Place the white cotton on your work surface and top
it with the wadding. Top that with the cushion front,
right side up. Place one of the back laps on top, right
side down, aligning its unhemmed edge with the
bottom edge of the cushion. Place the other back lap
on top, right side down, aligning its unhemmed edge
with the top edge of the cushion. The back laps will
overlap. Pin the layers of fabric together around all four
sides of the cushion, aligning the edges.

snip off
the corners

10

Machine along the four sides of the cushion cover
using a 1cm (1⁄2in) seam allowance. Snip diagonally
across the four corners to remove the excess fabric,
taking care not to cut through the stitches. Turn
the cushion cover right side out and iron if needed.
Insert the cushion pad through the back.

TOP
TIP

Don’t touch the shiny side of the interfacing with the iron as it will stick to it.

16
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Keepsake
handprint
Capture your baby’s tiny handprint forever. This project is best done
when baby is more than four months old. Before then her hand will close
when you touch it, making it dificult to get a clear handprint.
YOU WILL NEED

✿ water-based non-toxic paint in the colour of your choice

✿ paintbrush ✿ watercolour paper ✿ craft knife ✿ ruler ✿ cutting mat ✿ scissors
✿ 33 x 33cm (13 x 13in) patterned fabric, or large enough to it the frame ✿ masking tape
✿ double-sided tape ✿ 25 x 25cm (10 x 10in) frame, or the size of your choice

1

Apply the paint to your baby’s
hand using a paintbrush. Gently

2

Using a craft knife, ruler,
and cutting mat, trim the

3

Cut the fabric to the size of
the frame’s backing board,

press her hand on the watercolour

watercolour paper so the

adding approximately 2.5cm

paper to make a print. Repeat the

handprint is centred within a

(1in) extra all round. Wrap the

process, if necessary, until you

square. Leave approximately

excess fabric around the backing

have a clear print you are happy

2.5cm (1in) of white space

board and stick it to the back

with. Wash the paint off your

around the print. Make sure the

with masking tape.

baby’s hand and leave the

square of paper is smaller than

handprint to dry.

the frame by approximately 5cm
(2in) so that the fabric will form
a background to the handprint.

4

Centre the handprint
over the patterned fabric,
stick it down using
double-sided tape, then
place the completed
project in the frame.

Heirloom patchwork quilt

Heirlom
patchwork quilt
A handmade baby quilt is something very special that is sure to be cherished
for many years. When cutting and making up the quilt, it is important to be
extremely accurate so all the pieces it together perfectly. Use a 5mm (1⁄4in)
seam allowance throughout, unless otherwise speciied.
YOU WILL NEED

✿ suficient coordinating fabrics to make 30 squares of 20 x 20cm (8 x 8in)

✿ ruler ✿ pencil ✿ scissors or rotary cutter ✿ cutting mat (optional) ✿ pins
✿ sewing machine ✿ matching thread ✿ iron ✿ 95 x 110cm (371⁄2 x 431⁄4in) machine-washable
quilt wadding ✿ safety pins ✿ 95 x 110cm (371⁄2 x 431⁄4in) coordinating backing fabric

✿ needle ✿ contrasting thread ✿ free-motion or darning sewing machine foot
✿ 3.5m (11ft 6in) of 2.5cm (1in) bias binding tape

10 x 10cm (4 x4in)
centre square

5 x 10cm (2 x 4in)
short strip

1

18 x 5cm (7 x 2in)
long strip

Using scissors or a rotary cutter and cutting mat,
cut each 20 x 20cm (8 x 8in) fabric square into ive
pieces – one centre square of 10 x 10cm (4 x 4in), two
short strips of 5 x 10cm (2 x 4in) and two long strips
of 18 x 5cm (7 x 2in).

swap the centre squares
to create a contrast

2

Swap the centre squares around so that each
inished quilt square will be unique. Lay out all
30 quilt squares in a six-by-ive-square pattern,
to plan out what the inished quilt will look like.

19
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Pin one short strip to one side of its centre square,
right side to right side. Making sure square and strip

4

Pin the other short strip to the opposite side of
the square and stitch it in place in the same way.

are correctly aligned, sew the two together using a

Repeat steps 3 and 4 to attach short strips to all

straight stitch.

30 quilt squares.

Lay each quilt square face down and press open
the seam allowances on all 30 pieces.

6

Pin a long strip to its quilt square, right side to right
side, as shown, and stitch it in place. Repeat with the
other long strip along the opposite side of the quilt
square. Repeat to make all 30 quilt squares. Press
open the seam allowances, as in step 5.

Heirloom patchwork quilt

7

9

With right side to right side, pin together two
squares from one of the six-square rows. Sew along

8

Press open the seam allowances on the back of all
the strips. Pin two strips, right sides together, matching

the edge. Add another square, making sure it is

the seams as you pin. Stitch the two strips together.

oriented the same way as the irst, then another

Add the remaining three strips. You have now completed

three to give you a strip that is six squares long.

the quilt top – a rectangle of six quilt squares by ive.

Repeat to make a total of ive strips of six squares.

Press open all the seam allowances on the back.

Lay the quilt top right side up on the wadding. Trim the
wadding, leaving approximately 7.5cm (3in) around all
four sides of the quilt top. Lay the backing fabric face
down, then put the quilt top and the wadding on top. Pin
the three layers together evenly with safety pins, making
sure the backing fabric is square to the quilt top, then
trim the backing fabric to the same size as the wadding.

10

Using contrasting thread, tack through all the layers
to hold them together. It is very important to make
sure all three layers lie lat and are evenly aligned.

21
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Attach a free-motion foot or a darning foot to your
sewing machine. With the quilt face up, start in one
corner and work your way along the edge, stitching
all three layers together. You can stitch any pattern
you like. As you sew, keep your speed constant, hold
the quilt irmly, and move it evenly under the foot.
Once you have quilted the entire top, carefully
remove the tacking stitches and trim the wadding
and backing fabric to the same size as the quilt top.

12

Starting in the middle of one side of the quilt, pin
the edge of the bias binding along the edge of the
quilt, right side to right side, turning over a small
hem on the short end of the bias binding irst. Sew
the quilt and bias binding together leaving a 1cm
(1⁄2in) seam allowance. When you reach a corner,
mitre the bias binding so it lies lat. To mitre the bias
binding, remove the quilt from under the presser
foot without cutting the threads. Fold the bias
binding over and to the right, making a diagonal
fold at the corner. Keeping that diagonal fold in
place, fold the bias binding back over to the left.
Pin the corner, turn the quilt, then pin the binding
along the next side and sew it to the quilt as before.
Repeat until all four sides have bias binding.

13

Wrap the bias binding around the edge of the
quilt to the back, folding its raw edge under by
5mm (1⁄4in). Hand-stitch the binding in place to
the back of the quilt only, weaving your needle back
and forth. Alternatively, you can machine-stitch the
binding in place. Pin the folded edge to the quilt
irst, then machine-stitch carefully from the front
so that the stitches sit in the “ditch” created by the
seam that attached the binding in step 12.

24
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Button
bunny
A piece of button art is a fantastic way to brighten up a nursery.
You can make your unique work even more special by using the
buttons from items of clothing your baby has outgrown.
YOU WILL NEED

✿ craft knife ✿ ruler ✿ thick card ✿ tracing paper ✿ marker pen or pencil

✿ scissors ✿ hot glue gun ✿ glue sticks ✿ selection of buttons, sequins, and beads
✿ 22.5 x 22.5cm (9 x 9in) box frame, or the size of your choice

hot glue gun

1

Use the craft knife and ruler
to cut the card to it the box

2

Centre the template on the piece
of card. Using a pencil, lightly

3

Squeeze a small amount of
hot glue onto the back of a

frame. With a marker pen or

trace around the template to

button, sequin, or bead, then

pencil, trace the bunny template

transfer the design onto the card.

place the item, glue-side down,

233 onto the tracing
on page 149

inside the traced design. Attach

paper, then cut it out with

a irst layer consisting of larger

scissors. If you prefer, you can

buttons, sequins, or beads. Work

make a template using your own

around the edges of the design

design, perhaps one that its with

irst, covering the pencilled

the theme of baby’s nursery.

lines as you go.

4

Once you have illed in the design, add
a second layer consisting of mediumsized buttons, sequins, or beads. Cover
any gaps in the irst layer. Continue until
most of the gaps are hidden. Finally, ill
any remaining gaps with small buttons,
sequins, or beads. Once you’ve inished,
it your piece of art in the box frame.

Flower petals play-mat

Flower etals
play-mat
Make a comfy, colourful mat for baby’s playtime. Use bright fabrics, choosing
strongly contrasting colours to grab your baby’s attention. Remember to wash
and dry all the fabrics to pre-shrink them before cutting them out.
YOU WILL NEED

✿ tracing paper ✿ pencil ✿ scissors ✿ pins ✿ 14 scraps of fabric for petals, 20 x 38cm

(8 x 15in) minimum per scrap ✿ two pieces of differently patterned main fabrics, 70 x 70cm (271⁄2 x 271⁄2in) each

✿ 33cm (13in) minimum length ruler ✿ tailor’s chalk ✿ sewing machine ✿ matching thread
✿ pinking shears ✿ washable toy illing ✿ up to 14 washable squeakers, bells, rattles, pieces of cellophane,
or other toy notions (optional) ✿ 2 pieces of wadding, each 70cm (271⁄2in) square ✿ needle

make a mark in the
centre of your fabric

1

Trace the petal template on page
149
233 onto the tracing paper and

2

Cut out a 64cm (25in) diameter
circle from one of the pieces of

3

Put two petals of different
fabrics right sides together, then

cut it out. Pin the template to

main fabric. To do this, mark the

pin each pair. Using a straight

the irst piece of fabric and cut

centre of the fabric with chalk

machine stitch and matching

around it. Repeat, cutting out two

on the wrong side, then measure

thread, and leaving a 1cm (1⁄2in)

1

petals from each of the 14 scraps

and mark a point 32cm (12 ⁄2in)

seam allowance, sew around the

of fabric so that you have a total

from the irst mark. Continue in

rounded edge of each pair. Leave

of 28 petals.

a clockwise direction, measuring

the straight edge open. Using

and marking until you have a

pinking shears, trim the seam

circle, then cut it out. Cut a

allowance to 5mm (1⁄4in).

matching circle from the other
piece of main fabric.

27
3
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Turn each petal right side out and iron. Lay out one
main fabric circle, right side up. Arrange the petals

5

Arrange the stuffed petals around the circle with
their open, straight edges facing outwards. Pin each

around the circle as you would like them to appear in

petal in place on the circle, making sure the edges

the inished play-mat, making sure that petals of the

of the petals are aligned with the edge of the circle.

same pattern are not next to each other. Lightly stuff
each petal with toy illing and, if desired, insert a
squeaker or other toy notion.

6

Machine-stitch around the edge of the circle to
stitch the petals in place. Leave a 1cm (1⁄2in) seam

7

Lay the second circle of main fabric, right side
down, on top of the petals. Pin all the layers together,

allowance. Remove all pins. Clip into the seam

sandwiching the petals between the top and bottom

allowance with scissors to ease the curve around

circles. Make sure all the edges are aligned.

the circle, but do not cut through the stitches.

Flower petals play-mat

8

Leaving a 1cm (1⁄2in) seam allowance, sew around
the edge to stitch all the layers together. This

9

Turn the mat right side out through the opening.
Measure the diameter of the central circle and cut

attaches the petals more securely and should cover

two pieces of wadding to it inside, using the

the seam that was sewn in step 6. Leave an opening

technique in step 2. The circle should be

approximately one petal’s width in this latest seam.

approximately 61cm (24in) in diameter.

10

Centre the two pieces of
wadding on top of each other

11

Turn under the raw edge of
fabric at the opening and pin

12

Machine stitch along this line
to secure the wadding in place

and insert them through the

it in place on top of the petals.

inside the mat. Measure and

opening in the mat. Make sure

Machine-stitch to close the

mark the centre of the mat

the wadding is neither too

opening. Measure and lightly

and hand-sew a few stitches

large and bunched up, nor

mark a circle with chalk 2.5cm

at this point to secure all the

too small, with gaps between

(1in) in from the edge of the

layers together at the centre.

it and the edges of the mat.

central circle.

5
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Countingsheep blanket
Counting the appliqué sheep on this cot blanket is sure to lull your
baby off to sleep. You could even try embroidering numbers on them.
Follow the layout provided to create our delightful scene or devise
a design that’s all your own.
YOU WILL NEED

✿ tracing paper ✿ pencil ✿ scissors ✿ pins ✿ scraps of cotton fabrics in whites,

creams, beiges, and greens, big enough to it the template pieces ✿ 30cm (12in) square of white felt or thin
wadding to pad the shapes ✿ sewing machine capable of zigzag stitch ✿ white, cream, brown, and green
threads ✿ 1 leece baby blanket with a minimum width of 155cm (61in), in the colour of your choice

✿ needle ✿ contrasting thread for tacking ✿ black embroidery thread ✿ large-eyed needle

1

With a pencil, trace the templates provided on page
145 onto your tracing paper. Cut out the templates.
229

2

Iron your fabrics and pin the templates to the wrong
side, matching the template to the fabric you have
chosen for that piece. In our layout, some sheep face
the opposite way from others; for these, lip the
template over before pinning it to the fabric.

Counting sheep blanket

white felt or
thin wadding

3

Trace around the templates with a pencil to transfer
the shape to the fabric. Remove the pins and
templates and cut out your fabric pieces.

4

To pad the shapes, cut your chosen padding to
match the fabric piece, as shown. Pin the padding to
the wrong side of the fabric. If you ind that too iddly,
cut the padding slightly bigger all round.

5

Thread your machine and bobbin with thread that matches your
fabric piece. Using a straight stitch, sew around the fabric and padding,
close to the edge, to hold the two layers together. Remove the pins. If
you started with slightly bigger padding, trim away the excess.

21
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Following the position guide on page 229,
145 arrange
the fabric pieces on the blanket. When you are happy
with the arrangement, pin the pieces in place, tucking
the edge of the sheep’s faces slightly underneath
their bodies. Leave the ears until the next step. Using
a needle and contrasting thread, tack the pieces
securely to the blanket. Remove the pins.

7

Thread your machine and bobbin with thread to
match your irst fabric piece. Set the machine to a
wide zigzag stitch with a short 0-1 stitch length, to
create a close satin stitch. Neatly stitch around all
the pieces that require that colour thread. Tack
and zigzag the lamb’s ears in place once you have
completed the bodies and faces. Thread your
machine and bobbin in the next colour and stitch
the pieces that require that colour in place. Repeat
the process until all the fabric pieces have been
attached using the correct colour.

8

Cut off any loose ends of thread and remove the
tacking stitches. Thread the large-eyed needle with
black embroidery thread and embroider a few
stitches to create an eye for each sheep.

Cosy bath-time penguin pair

Cosy bah-time
penguin pair
Make bath-time lots of fun with this penguin pair. When making the toy,
be sure to choose machine-washable toy illing so that it’s not a problem
if your penguin wants to go for a quick dip in the bath, too.
YOU WILL NEED

✿ tracing paper ✿ pencil ✿ scissors ✿ 1 bath towel, at least 70 x 127cm (271⁄2 x 50in)

✿ 2 white face lannels, at least 30 x 30cm (12 x 12in) each ✿ 1 cream or lemon face lannel, at
least 30 x 30cm (12 x 12in) ✿ scraps of black or navy fabric, for eyes ✿ pins ✿ sewing machine capable
of zigzag stitch ✿ white thread ✿ bright blue thread ✿ 4m (158in) of 2.5cm (1in) bias binding

✿ thread to match towel ✿ cream or lemon thread ✿ small plate or bowl ✿ tailor’s chalk
✿ machine-washable toy illing ✿ needle

29

cm

(1

1½

beak
sections

in)

minimum 70cm (271⁄2in)

hood

29

cm

(1

1½

in)

towel body
70cm (271⁄2in) square
toy body

toy body

toy body
face

minimum 127cm (50in)

1

Trace and cut out the templates from page 148
232.
Lay out the towel and cut the sections to size, as
shown in the diagram above.

2

Cut the penguins’ face and tummy pieces from
the white lannels and the beak sections from the
cream or lemon lannel. For the eyes, cut two 3cm
(11⁄4in) circles and two 2cm (3⁄4in) circles from the
black or navy fabric.

35
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Bah-time

1

Starting with the penguin wrap,
place the face and the larger pair

penguin wrap

2

Set your sewing machine to
a wide zigzag stitch with a short

3

Cut a piece of bias binding to
it along the bottom edge. Pin

of eyes on the hood. Pin in place.

0-1 stitch length. Sew around the

it in place, right sides together.

Using white thread and a straight

edges of the face in white, then

Using matching thread and a

stitch, machine-stitch around the

sew a small zigzagged highlight

straight stitch, machine-stitch

edges of the face and eyes to

on each eye. Change to bright

the binding in place, about 1cm

secure them in place. Remove

blue thread and zigzag around

(1⁄2in) from the bottom edge.

all pins.

each eye.

Remove all pins.

stitch along the top of the bias
binding, folding under the edge first

4

Fold the bias binding to the back of the hood. Pin in
place, making sure the upper edge is folded under.
Machine-stitch along the upper edge. Remove all pins.

5

Pin both beak pieces together. Using a 1cm (1⁄2in)
seam allowance and matching thread, sew along the
two sides, leaving the top open. Turn right side out.

Cosy bath-time penguin pair

6

Pin the beak to the face, on top of the bias binding. Still using
the matching thread, straight stitch across the top of the beak
to secure it in place. Remove all pins. Then, as in step 2, set your

7

Lay the hood on one corner of the
square towel body and pin it in place
along the two outer edges.

machine to a wide zigzag stitch. Stitch along the top edge of the
beak. You may wish to go over these stitches twice if they are not
dense enough the irst time.

8

Use a small plate or bowl and tailor’s chalk to mark
and round off the four corners of the towel, including

9

Thread your machine and bobbin with thread
to match the towel and set it to a straight stitch.

the corner with the hood. Make sure you have

Sew around the outer edges of the hood to attach

marked each corner with the same curve. Re-pin the

it. Remove all pins. Finally, repeat steps 3 and 4

hood to accommodate the curve, then cut along the

to add bias binding to all four edges of the towel.

marks to produce four rounded corners.

37
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Bah-time

1

penguin toy

To make the matching penguin toy, take one toy
body section and centre the white face and tummy

2

section on top. Pin in place. Position and pin the

Using a straight stitch, sew close to the edge around
the face and tummy section, and around the eyes
and beak to secure them in place. Remove the pins.

smaller pair of eyes and the beak.

3

Set your sewing machine to a wide zigzag stitch
with a short 0-1 stitch length. Thread the machine

4

Place the two body sections right sides together
and pin them in place. Thread your machine and

and bobbin with white thread. Zigzag around the face

bobbin with thread to match the towel and re-set

and tummy section and zigzag a small highlight on

the machine to a straight stitch of normal width

each eye. Change to the bright blue thread and zigzag

and length. Using a 1cm (1⁄2in) seam allowance, sew

around each eye. Finally, change to the lemon or

around the edges, leaving an opening of about 5cm

cream thread and zigzag around the beak.

(2in) at the bottom.

5

Clip into the seam allowance to reduce the bulk
and make the curves smoother.

6

Turn the toy right side out and stuff irmly with toy
illing. Hand-stitch the opening at the bottom of the
toy with matching thread.

Felt friends mobile

Felt riends
mobile
Let this fun-loving gang keep your baby entertained while you’re changing him.
Remember always to hang your mobile well out of his reach. Mobiles are not
toys and you should always supervise your baby when a mobile hangs near.
YOU WILL NEED

✿ tracing paper ✿ pencil or marker pen ✿ scissors ✿ a light, dry twig

✿ paintbrush (optional) ✿ white paint, or paint in the colour of your choice (optional) ✿ pins
✿ scraps of grey, cream, white, tan, red, blue, black, brown, mint, and green felt ✿ small fabric scraps,
for animals’ clothing ✿ needle ✿ assorted coordinating and contrasting threads ✿ toy illing

✿ hole punch ✿ scrap of white paper ✿ ribbon (optional)

1

Trace the templates on pages
146-147 onto the tracing paper
230–231

2

Pin the patterns to the felts
and fabrics and cut out all of

3

Embroider an eye on each
elephant piece in contrasting

and cut them out to make the

the pieces. Use the photograph

thread, then stitch on the ears

patterns. Trim the twig and, if

opposite and the templates as

in matching thread. Use the

desired, paint it in the colour

a guide to which colour to use

instructions on page 43
59 as your

of your choice, then set it aside

for which pattern piece.

guide for the other animals.

to dry. Apply as many coats of
paint as required.
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leave a small
hole for the
toy filling

4

Make sure to embroider a mirror image of facial
features and body parts on the second animal piece

5

so that when you stitch the two together you have

140 sew together the
Using blanket stitch (see p.224),
two halves of the body, leaving a small hole through
which you can stuff it.

the correct features on both pieces.

push the toy
filling into all
corners

6

Lightly stuff the animal with the toy illing. Use the
end of a pencil to work the illing into all the corners

7

Join the elephant’s trousers at the sides and the
crotch. Slip the trousers on his body. Attach the

that are otherwise dificult to stuff. When you have

straps at the front and back and inish by sewing

inished stufing the animal, use blanket stitch to

on a white circle of hole-punched paper for the

sew up the hole.

buttons. Use the instructions opposite as a guide
for the other animals.

Felt friends mobile

8

Use white thread and a needle
to create a loop at the top of
each animal’s head for it to
hang from. Vary the length of

9

Once the twig is dry, arrange the animals on it. Their weight should be
evenly distributed so the twig hangs level. To secure them in place, loop

the loops so the animals will

them over the twig then pass each animal through its own loop. Use a

all hang at different heights.

piece of thread or ribbon to hang the mobile safely out of baby’s reach.

STITCHING THE ANIMALS
Fox: Embroider the shirt pattern.
Sew the white tail and face sections
to the body, then embroider the
face. Sew together the two halves
of the body and stuff. Sew the
front seam of the shirt, then place
it around the front of the body and
sew the back seam closed. Stitch
together and stuff the arms, then
place one on either side of the
body and attach at the top.
Giraffe: Sew on the spots, then
embroider the eyes and stitch
both halves of the body together.
Sew the back seam of the dress,
then hem the bottom and top
edges, leaving long thread tails on
the top. Slip the dress over the
body and pull the thread tails to
gather it around the body, then

tack it in place. Stitch together and
stuff both arms, then attach one arm
to either side of the body, over the
dress. Sew a horn to either side of the
head, then sew an ear over each horn.
Squirrel: Embroider an eye on either
side of the head, then stitch and stuff
the body. Sew the front seam of the
shirt, then place it around the front
of the body and sew the back seam
closed. Stitch together and stuff both
arms, then sew one arm on either
side of the body. Finally, attach an
ear to either side of the head.
Cat: Stitch on the stripes and nose,
then embroider the face. Stitch the
body together with a straight stitch.
Sew the front seam of the trousers
and place them along the body, then
sew the crotch and the back seams,

leaving a hole for the tail.
Donkey: Sew on the nose sections
and embroider the eyes. Sew the
body together with a straight
stitch, sandwiching the mane in
place between both halves. Attach
the ears. Sew the back seam of the
skirt, then hem the bottom and
top edges, leaving long thread tails
on the top. Slip the skirt over the
body and pull the thread tails to
gather it around the body, then
tack it in place. Stitch the nose
piece of the halter at the bottom,
then slip it around the nose.
Stitch one side of the rein in place,
adding a hole-punched circle of
paper as a button, then wrap the
rein around to the other side and
stitch it in place in the same way.

1
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Starry night swaddle blanket
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Starry night
swaddle blanket
Personalizing a bought item, such as a baby blanket, can make it that extra
bit special. Rubber stamps are simple to make and once you’ve made one,
you can use it over and over again. If you prefer, you can adapt the technique
shown below to make your own unique stamp design.
YOU WILL NEED

✿ pencil ✿ ruler ✿ tracing paper ✿ 8 x 8cm (3 x 3in) rubber stamp sheet

✿ masking tape ✿ bone folder (optional) ✿ small v-shaped rubber- or lino-cutting gouge
✿ large u-shaped rubber- or lino-cutting gouge ✿ small foam paint roller ✿ fabric paint
✿ plain swaddle or cot blanket ✿ newspaper ✿ iron (optional)

pencil over
the outline

1

Using a pencil and ruler, trace the star template
on page 154
241 onto the tracing paper.

2

Lay the tracing paper on the rubber stamp sheet with
the pencilled lines face down. Secure the tracing paper
with masking tape. Pencil over the lines to transfer
the design to the rubber stamp sheet. Alternatively,
transfer the design by rubbing it with the bone folder
or with your inger.
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use the u-shaped gouge
to remove the rubber
around the star

use the small, v-shaped
gouge for the outline

3

5

Remove the tracing paper from the rubber stamp
sheet then use the small v-shaped gouge to gouge

4

Once you have gouged the outline, use the large
u-shaped gouge to cut away the rubber sheet around

out the outline of the star. For safety and accuracy,

the star, leaving the star intact. You now have your

keep the gouge still and move the rubber sheet.

star-shaped rubber stamp.

Using the foam paint roller,
apply fabric paint to the stamp,

6

Lay the blanket right side
up on a lat surface, on top of

7

Carefully remove the stamp,
then repeat steps 5 and 6,

making sure the paint is evenly

newspaper or another protective

positioning each star according

distributed.

material to protect the surface

to your layout. Reapply paint

below. Place the stamp on top

to the stamp after each print.

of the blanket and press it down,

Set the paint according to the

applying irm, even pressure.

manufacturer’s instructions,
usually by ironing.

TOP
TIP

Wash and dry the stencilled fabric following the manufacturer’s instructions.
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Simple stried frame
Create a bespoke picture frame for your baby’s nursery in a simple geometric
design. This easy technique uses nothing more than paint and masking tape.
YOU WILL NEED

✿ wooden picture frame in a size of your choice ✿ masking tape

✿ ine-grit sandpaper ✿ acrylic paint in main and second colour ✿ paintbrush
✿ craft knife ✿ cutting mat ✿ ruler ✿ ribbon (optional)

1

3

Remove the back of the frame and the glass or protect
the glass from paint with masking tape. Lightly sand

2

Use masking tape to create a stencil for the
second paint colour. Cut the masking tape with a

the front of the frame to help the paint adhere, then

craft knife to the widths and lengths you need to it

paint the frame in the colour of your choice. Apply two

your particular frame. Work out the design on the

or three coats, letting the paint dry between coats.

cutting mat, using the ruler guides to help you.

With the masking tape cut to the required sizes,
peel the tape off of the cutting mat and transfer the

4

Paint over the stencil with the second paint colour.
The paint will cover the areas that aren’t masked off.

design to the frame. Make sure the edges of the tape

When the paint is dry, apply another coat to ensure

are well stuck down so paint cannot seep underneath.

the paint is even and opaque and that none of the
main paint colour shows through.

5

When the paint is completely dry,
remove the masking tape to reveal your
design. Place your picture in the frame
and, if you like, hang the picture using
some coordinating ribbon.

Cuddly owl cushion

Cudly owl
cushion
This little owl cushion will liven up any space. The button eyes mean
the cushion cannot be used as a toy, but if you’d like it to be a toy,
simply embroider the eyes and omit the buttons.
YOU WILL NEED

✿ pencil or marker pen ✿ tissue or tracing paper ✿ scissors

✿ pins ✿ 35 x 60cm (133⁄4 x 231⁄2in) body fabric ✿ 20 x 20cm (8 x 8in) patterned wing fabric
✿ 5 x 10cm (2 x 4in) grey eye fabric ✿ 11 x 21cm (41⁄2 x 81⁄4in) white mask fabric ✿ 8 x 6cm (3 x 21⁄2in)
patterned nose fabric ✿ iron ✿ tailor’s chalk ✿ ruler ✿ 1m (391⁄2in) rick-rack ✿ sewing
machine capable of zigzag stitch ✿ threads to match the main, eye, mask, nose, and wing fabrics

✿ two 2cm (3⁄4in) buttons ✿ thread to match the buttons ✿ needle ✿ toy illing

1

153 to the speciied
Enlarge the templates on page 239
size, then trace them onto tracing or tissue paper and
cut them out to make the pattern pieces.

2

Pin the pattern pieces to the correct fabrics, making
sure to place any fold marks, indicated on the templates
with arrows, along a fold in the fabric. Cut around the
pattern pieces, unpin them from the fabrics, and
unfold the fabrics. Iron the fabric pieces.

7
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Use tailor’s chalk and a ruler
to draw six parallel lines on the

4

Cut lengths of rick-rack to sit
on top of each chalked line and

5

Thread your machine with
thread to match the rick-rack

owl’s belly, between the wings.

slightly underneath the edge of

and, with a straight stitch, sew

Space the lines 2.5cm (1in) apart.

each wing. Pin the rick-rack in

down the centre of each length

place, making sure it is straight.

of rick-rack to secure it in place.
Remove the pins as you work.

6

Pin the wings in place on either
side of the belly and overlapping

7

With both a top and bottom
thread in your machine in a

8

Centre and pin the eyes to
the white mask. Sew around the

the ends of the rick-rack. Sew

complementary colour and

edges of the eyes with a straight

completely around the edges of

using a wide zigzag stitch with

stitch. Thread the machine with

each wing with a straight stitch.

a short 0–1 stitch length, zigzag

grey thread and set it to a wide

a decorative edge along the inner

zigzag stitch with a short stitch

edge of each wing.

length. Zigzag around both eyes.

Cuddly owl cushion

9

Pin the mask with its eyes to the front of the owl’s
head. Using white thread, straight-stitch then zigzag

10

Sew a button eye to the centre of each fabric eye
with a needle and matching thread. Make sure the

around the edge, as in step 8. Add the nose and

buttons are securely attached so that they cannot

attach in the same way using coordinating thread.

be pulled off and present a choking hazard.

11

Pin the front and back of the
owl with right sides together.

12

Trim the seam allowance
around the owl’s ears to

13

Turn the owl right side out
through the hole in the bottom

Using matching thread and

approximately 5mm (1⁄4in).

and iron. Stuff the cushion

a straight stitch, sew around

Clip into the seam allowance

with toy illing, then hand-sew

the edges, leaving a 1cm ( ⁄2in)

around all the corners and

the hole closed, weaving your

seam allowance. Leave a hole

curves to reduce the bulk and

needle back and forth.

of approximately 7.5cm (3in)

make the curves smoother.

1

at the bottom of the owl.
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Foldingchanging mat
With this practical changing mat to hand, you’ll always have somewhere
clean to change your baby, even when you’re on the go. PVC makes a good
choice for the backing fabric. When not in use, the mat folds in thirds,
then in half, and can then be secured with a bow at the side.
YOU WILL NEED

✿ 70 x 55cm (271⁄2 x 22in) each of two different fabrics, such as one cotton and one PVC fabric

✿ cutting mat (optional) ✿ rotary cutter or scissors ✿ 65cm (251⁄2in) cotton tape, 1cm (1⁄2in) wide
✿ tailor’s chalk ✿ pins ✿ tissue paper (if using PVC fabric) ✿ matching thread ✿ sewing machine
✿ iron ✿ piece of stiff card ✿ 65 x 50cm (251⁄2 x 20in) wadding ✿ straight edge ✿ needle

cutting mat

cotton tape

right sides
together

1

Using the cutting mat and rotary cutter, if used,
or your scissors, cut the two fabrics into 62 x 47cm
(241⁄2 x 181⁄2in) rectangles. Make sure the fabric is lying

2

Measure 30cm (12in) down the long side of one fabric
rectangle. Mark that point with chalk on the right side
of the fabric. Lay the end of one piece of tape at the

completely lat and straight before you cut it. Also cut

marked point, as shown. Repeat on the opposite side,

two pieces of cotton tape, each 30cm (12in) long.

making sure both tapes are level with one another.
Place the second piece of fabric on top, right side down.

Folding changing mat

3

Pin both pieces of fabric together around all four
sides of the rectangle, making sure the tape is pinned

4

Using a straight stitch and matching thread, sew
around all four sides. Leave an opening approximately

in the correct place on both sides. The tape will be

13cm (51⁄4in) wide in the short bottom edge. Use tissue

sandwiched between the two fabrics.

paper over the PVC to help it glide through the machine.

wadding

5

55

Snip diagonally across the four corners to remove
the excess fabric, taking care not to cut through the

6

Measure your changing mat, then use tailor’s chalk
and a straight edge to measure and mark a piece of

stitches. Turn the changing mat right side out and

wadding to the same dimensions. Cut it out and insert

iron it lat. Use a piece of stiff card pushed into the

it through the opening in the mat. Make sure the

corners to square them up while ironing.

wadding is neither too large and bunched up nor too
small, with gaps between it and the edges of the mat.

4
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8

Using the chalk and straight edge, measure and
mark the mat 19cm (71⁄2in) from the top and bottom
edges. Join the marks to make two lines along these
points. Sew along the lines, stopping when you reach
the stitching made in step 7.

7

When you are happy with the way the wadding
its inside the changing mat, pin the sides through all
three layers. Sew with a straight stitch along all four
sides, about 2.5cm (1in) from the edge. This row of
stitches will secure the wadding inside the changing
mat and prevent it from moving around or bunching
up when the mat is washed.

9

Finish by sewing up the opening in the bottom edge
of the mat by hand. For an invisible inish, weave the
needle back and forth between the two layers of
fabric at the opening, catching it on alternate sides.
Prevent the ends of the tape unravelling by folding
them over twice and hand-stitching a straight seam
through all three layers.

Hanging cot organizer

Hangingcot organizer
Keep essential nursery items to hand with this hanging organizer.
Once your baby is old enough to reach and grab things from it, make sure
you don’t leave anything in it that would be unsafe for baby to have.
YOU WILL NEED

✿ 105 x 114cm (411⁄2 x 45in) backing fabric ✿ 55 x 65cm (211⁄2 x 251⁄2in) wadding

✿ 90 x 93cm (351⁄2 x 361⁄2in) pocket fabric ✿ ruler ✿ scissors ✿ iron ✿ pins
✿ tailor’s chalk in two colours ✿ sewing machine capable of zigzag stitch ✿ matching thread
✿ pencil ✿ 60cm (231⁄2in) length of 1.5cm (5⁄8in) diameter wooden dowel

1

Cut out one rectangle of backing fabric, 114 x 65cm
(45 x 251⁄2in); two rectangles of pocket fabric, both
45 x 93cm (173⁄4 x 361⁄2in); and four rectangles of
3

2

With the short edge of the backing fabric at the top,
measure and mark a line halfway down the long edge
to divide the fabric into two 57 x 65cm (221⁄2 x 251⁄2in)

backing fabric, 40 x 10cm (15 ⁄4 x 4in), for the ties.

sections. The bottom section will be the back of the

Iron all the fabrics.

organizer and the top section the front. Pin the 55 x
65cm (211⁄2 x 251⁄2in) wadding to the wrong side of the
front, starting 5cm (2in) from the top edge: this is
where the wooden dowel will go.
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POCKET FOLD AND
STITCH MARK GUIDES

✿ Lower pocket strip Make
fold marks by marking
23cm (9in), 14cm (51⁄2in),
19cm (71⁄2in), 14cm (51⁄2in),
and 23cm (9in) apart,
starting from one edge.
Mark the centre of the two
14cm (51⁄2in) sections for
the stitch marks.

✿ Upper pocket strip Repeat
using the second strip, but
make fold marks spaced

5

3

Fold the pocket rectangles in
half to make two 22.5 x 93cm

4

Still following the instructions
143 fold and pin the
on page 227,

13cm (51⁄4in) then 7cm

(83⁄4 x 361⁄2in) strips. Zigzag the

strips along the fold marks so the

(23⁄4in) alternating to the
end of the strip. Mark the

long, raw edges, then follow the

folds meet at the centre stitch

143 to make
instructions on page 227

marks. Iron the folds, then stitch

centre of each 7cm (23⁄4in)

the fold and stitch marks using

along the bottom edge of each

section for the stitch marks.

the measurements, left.

strip to hold the folds in place.

Place the lower pocket strip right side down on
the backing fabric along the line marked in step 2.

6

Turn the pocket strip so it is right side up. Align
and pin its edges with the edges of the backing fabric

Position it so its folded edge faces towards the bottom

and of the wadding. Pin the strip through the backing

back section and its raw, pleated edge is 5cm (2in)

fabric and wadding along the centre marks made in

above the marked line. Pin the raw edge in place

step 3. Stitch along the centre marks to form the

through the backing fabric and wadding, then stitch

pleats, then stitch the pinned edges.

in place, leaving a 1cm (1⁄2in) seam allowance.

Hanging cot organizer

7

Repeat steps 5 and 6 to
make the upper pocket strip,

8

Make the ties by folding and
pinning each tie strip, right side

9

Iron the ties, then place the raw
edges of two of the ties on top of

but position its raw, pleated

to right side, to make four 5 x

each other, at either side of the

edge 27.5cm (103⁄4in) above the

40cm (2 x 153⁄4in) ties. Sew along

upper row of pockets. Align all

line marked in step 2. This will

one end of each and along its

the raw edges, then stitch them

ensure a 2cm (3⁄4in) gap between

long edge, leaving a 1cm (1⁄2in)

irmly in place.

the upper and lower row of

seam allowance. Turn each tie

pockets when the pockets

right side out by pushing the

are both in position.

sewn end with a blunt pencil.

10

Fold the backing fabric right
side to right side along the line
marked in step 2, covering the

11

Make the channel for the
wooden dowel by turning
the top edge of the backing
1

pockets. Align and pin the raw

fabric under 1cm ( ⁄2in). Iron,

edges together, then stitch

then turn it under again by

along the sides, through all

3cm (11⁄4in). Pin in place then

the layers, leaving the top edge

stitch along the folded and

unsewn. Turn the organizer

pinned edge.

right side out and iron.

12

Insert the dowel into the
channel, then machine-stitch
the ends of the channel closed.
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Pretty papered building blocks

Petty paered
building blocks
Plain wooden blocks are available in a variety of shapes and sizes from
many suppliers. For this project we used ifteen 5cm (2in) blocks but any
shape or size will work – just adjust your templates accordingly.

YOU WILL NEED

✿ patterned scrapbook papers ✿ square wooden blocks ✿ ruler ✿ pencil

✿ scissors ✿ soft paintbrush ✿ découpage medium or PVA glue diluted with water to the
consistency of thin cream ✿ greaseproof paper or baking parchment ✿ emery board or
ine sandpaper ✿ water-based matt or gloss varnish

1

Select a variety of scrapbook papers to suit
your colour scheme or theme. Measure the sides
of the blocks.

2

Measure and mark a piece of scrapbook paper to
it each side of the block. Cut the papers to size with
scissors – you need six squares to cover one block.

65
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Use a soft paintbrush to apply découpage medium or diluted PVA
glue to one side of the block and to the back of a paper square. Make
sure both are thoroughly covered so there are no unglued areas.

5

Coat the paper with a layer of glue to seal it, then
turn the block and repeat the process until you
have covered all but one side.

6

4

Position the glued paper on the side
of the block and smooth out the paper
to remove any air bubbles.

Leave the block to dry, unpapered side down,
on greaseproof paper or baking parchment.

Pretty papered building blocks

emery board

7

Once the block is dry, glue paper to the last side
and leave to dry again.

8

Sand the edges and corners of the blocks with an
emery board or ine sandpaper. This bevels the edges,
softens the corners, and creates a gently aged look.

9

Coat the block with one or two more layers of glue
to seal the paper. Pay special attention to the edges of
the paper to make sure they don’t lift from the block.

10

To protect the paper and create an attractive
inish, apply a few coats of clear varnish – matt
or gloss, depending on the effect you want. Allow
each coat to dry before applying the next.

3
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SIZE
Approximately
15.5cm (6in)
tall

Sleepy puppy rattle

Sleepypuppy rattle
This rattle is easy for little hands to grip. You can embroider any facial
expression on the rattle you wish or use the stitch guides provided on
the template. Embroider a wide-awake puppy if you prefer.

YOU WILL NEED

✿ tracing paper ✿ pencil ✿ scissors ✿ small embroidery hoop

✿ 20 x 24cm (8 x 91⁄2in) body fabric ✿ navy blue embroidery thread ✿ embroidery needle
✿ 12 x 28cm (43⁄4 x 11in) ear fabric ✿ pins ✿ sewing machine ✿ thread to match the fabric
✿ toy illing ✿ washable toy rattle less than 2.5cm (1in) in diameter ✿ needle ✿ iron

1

Trace the templates on page 236 onto tracing paper
and cut them out to make the pattern pieces.

15

2

Using an embroidery hoop, needle, and thread, and
140-141
following the stitching techniques on pages 224–225,
embroider a face onto the body fabric. Make sure
there is plenty of fabric around the embroidered face
to position the pattern piece for the body.
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Pin the pattern pieces to the fabrics and cut them out. Cut four
ears and two bodies, positioning the pattern piece for one of the

4

Pin two ears together, right side to
right side. Leaving the straight edge

bodies so it sits over the embroidered face, as shown. Make sure

unstitched, sew around the curved edge,

the face is centred within the head area before cutting.

leaving a 5mm (1⁄4in) seam allowance.
Repeat to make the second ear.

pin so the
head of the
pin faces
towards the
bottom

5

Turn the ears to the right side through the
unstitched edge, using the blunt end of a
pencil to push out the seams. Iron both ears.

6

Pin the ears on top of one body, right side up, as shown.
Make sure they are exactly even along the curve of the head
so that they will be level once sewn. Ensure that the edges
of the ears align perfectly with the edge of the body.

5

Sleepy puppy rattle

7

Pin the second body right side down on top, aligning
all the edges. Sew around the edges, leaving a 5mm
(1⁄4in) seam allowance and removing the pins holding
the two bodies together as you sew. Leave a 2.5cm
(1in) hole in one of the straight sides of the body.
Clip into the seam allowances around all the curves.

8

Carefully reach inside the body to remove the pins
holding the ears in place, then turn the body right
side out through the hole. Stuff the rattle with toy
illing and insert a rattle through the hole, pushing
it up into the head.

9

Hand-stitch the hole closed with a needle and
matching thread, making small stitches that will
be as invisible as possible.

7
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Fabric animals picture book

Faric animals
picture book
A picture book made of fabric is ideal for young babies. It is soft, can
be thrown in the wash, and will stand up to years of wear and tear.
Make up your own stories to accompany the pictures or, as your
baby grows, have them tell you stories about them.
YOU WILL NEED

✿ 69 x 46cm (27 x 18in) light-blue fabric for the pages ✿ ruler ✿ tailor’s chalk

✿ scissors ✿ tracing paper ✿ marker pen ✿ pins ✿ scraps of fabric in an assortment of colours
and prints for the motifs and binding ✿ sewing machine capable of zigzag stitch ✿ matching threads

✿ large-eyed needle ✿ black, pink, and blue embroidery threads ✿ iron

1

Use a ruler, tailor’s chalk, and scissors to measure,
mark, and cut out six 23 x 23cm (9 x 9in) squares of
fabric, one for each page of the book.

2

15
Trace the templates on page 248 onto the tracing
paper and cut them out to make the pattern pieces.

5
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Pin the pattern pieces to the correct
fabrics, as marked on the templates,

4

and cut the fabric pieces out.

Pin in place the irst fabric piece for each page, as numbered on
the templates. Thread the sewing machine with matching thread
and set it to a wide zigzag stitch with a short 0-1 stitch length, to
create a neat satin stitch. Zigzag around the edges of the piece
to attach it to the page.

5

Pin the second piece in place and use
matching thread to zigzag around its

6

Once all the pieces are attached with satin stitch, use a
large-eyed needle and embroidery thread to embroider the

edge. Repeat for the remainder of the

details, as marked on the template. Thread the machine with

pieces, working in numerical order.

pink thread to sew the satin stitch inside the rabbit’s ears
and the frog’s mouth.

Fabric animals picture book

7

With the pages now complete, arrange them in the
order you’d like them to appear in the book. Page one

8

Trim each page so that it is 21cm (81⁄2in) square. Place
pages one and two right side to right side with their

will be the front cover of the book; pages two and

motifs facing the correct way up. Leaving a 1cm (1⁄2in)

three will be facing each other; pages four and ive

seam allowance and with a straight stitch of normal

will be facing each other; and page six will be the

length, sew around three sides, leaving the side that

back cover. Iron all the pages.

will be bound inside the spine unsewn. Repeat with the
third and fourth pages, then with the ifth and sixth.

9

Trim the two outer corners of each pair of pages
on the diagonal, being careful not to cut through

10

Cut a piece of fabric 21 x 8cm (81⁄2 x 3in) for the
binding. Fold the short, 8cm (3in), edges under by

the stitches. Turn each pair of pages to the right

1cm (1⁄2in), wrong side to wrong side. Use a straight

side through the unsewn side, then iron.

stitch to sew them in place.
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Toys

place the stack of pages
inside the folded binding

11

Fold both long edges under by 1cm (1⁄2in) and iron
along the folds. Stack the book pages together, all

12

Wrap the binding around the raw edges of the
pages and pin it in place. Make sure the edges of

the right way up and with their raw edges all facing

the pages and the top and bottom edges of the

the same direction. Place the raw edges inside the

binding align with one another.

folded binding.

13

Using a straight stitch, sew along the edge of the pinned binding, through
all the pages and through both sides of the binding, to hold the book together.

Safari puppets

Safari
puppets
Take your baby on an African safari adventure as you tell him stories using
these inger puppet characters. Or how about a pretend trip to the zoo?
Use the head template to create your own characters to add to the menagerie.
YOU WILL NEED

✿ tracing paper ✿ marker pen ✿ scissors ✿ pins

✿ scraps of felt in light blue, pink, white, black, dark green, brown, and yellow
✿ needle ✿ matching threads

1

156 onto the tracing
Trace the templates on page 243
paper and cut them out to make the pattern pieces.

2

Pin the pattern pieces to the correct pieces of felt,
as indicated on the templates, and cut the felt out.
Use the same head pattern piece for all four inger
puppets, cutting two head pieces for each puppet.

5
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Toys

Using a needle and matching thread, start sewing
the small face details in place on one head piece for

4

each puppet. Sew the hippo’s nostrils and teeth to his

Continue to stitch the small details in place using
matching thread. Stitch the pink inner ear details
to the ears for both the hippo and the zebra.

snout, sew the crocodile’s teeth and eyes to his head,
and sew the zebra’s nose and stripes to his head.

5

Pin the large face details to the heads and stitch
them in place. Attach the hippo’s snout, the lion’s

6

Using a needle and thread and with the main
photograph and templates as your guide, sew the

mane, and the zebra’s ears. Only sew along the upper

facial features onto the animals. Give each animal

and lower edges of the hippo’s snout and around the

a pair of eyes, sew small nostrils on the crocodile,

inner edge of the lion’s mane.

and sew the face on the lion.

Safari puppets

7

Trim the thread tails on the backs
of all the pieces.

8

9
81
9

Pair each inished animal’s head to a second head piece,
matching the edges. Starting in one corner, use a needle and
matching thread to sew the two head pieces together. As you
go, lift up the edges of the hippo’s snout and of the lion’s mane
so as not to catch them in the stitches.

stitch the ears
onto the head

9

Continue to stitch around the head pieces, sewing the hippo’s
ears in place as you stitch around the top of his head and

10

Your inger puppets should now be
complete. Due to their size, these inger

sandwiching the zebra’s mane between the two halves of his

puppets are intended for adult use only.

head. Continue until you have sewn all the way around to the

Do not let babies or young children

other corner of each head, leaving the bottom edge open so

handle them as the small pieces can

that you can insert your inger.

present a choking hazard.

Flutterby pram toy

Fluterypram toy

Hang this butterly, with its crinkly wings, from your baby’s pram
or car seat. When choosing your fabrics, go for eye-catching
colours and patterns.
YOU WILL NEED

✿ tracing paper ✿ pencil or marker pen ✿ scissors ✿ 14 x 18cm (51⁄2 x 7in)

body fabric ✿ 22 x 42cm (81⁄2 x 161⁄2in) wing fabric ✿ 56 x 22cm (22 x 81⁄2in) fusible interfacing

✿ iron ✿ pins ✿ sewing machine ✿ matching thread ✿ 21 x 21cm (81⁄4 x 81⁄4in) cellophane
✿ black embroidery thread ✿ embroidery needle ✿ 30cm (12in) of 5mm (1⁄4in) wide ribbon
✿ toy illing ✿ needle

1

151 onto the tracing
Trace the templates on page 236
paper and cut them out to make the pattern pieces.

2

Lay the fusible interfacing shiny side down on the
wrong side of both the body and the wing fabrics.
Iron with a cool iron to join the interfacing and
fabric together.

83
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Toys

Pin the pattern pieces to the correct pieces of fabric
and cut them out. Cut a total of eight wings and two

4

Pin two wings together, right side to right side.
Leaving the straight edge unstitched, sew around the

bodies but reverse the pattern piece when cutting

curve, leaving a 5mm (1⁄4in) seam allowance. Clip into

four of the wings, so you end up with four pairs.

the seam allowance around the curve. Turn the wing
right side out through the unstitched edge and iron.

5

Cut a piece of cellophane to it
lat inside the wing and insert it

6

Using embroidery thread,
embroider two French knots

7

Fold the ribbon in half and tie
a secure knot in the end. For the

through the unstitched edge. The

(see p.224)
140 at the head end of

antennae, cut two 13cm (5in)

cellophane will make the wing

each of the bodies to make the

lengths of embroidery thread,

crinkly. Repeat steps 4 and 5 to

butterly’s eyes. Use the main

fold in half and tie several knots

make the three remaining wings.

photograph as your guide.

at the end, one knot on top of
the other, to make a large knot.
Tie one knot in the other end of
each thread.

Flutterby pram toy

start sewing here

make sure the knots are large enough
so they won’t slip through the seam

8

Lay one body right side up, then place two wings
on top so their raw edges slightly overhang one side

finish sewing here

9

Place the second body on top, right side down,
and pin it in place along one side, as shown. Sew

of the body. Make sure the wings are the right way

around the pinned area only, leaving a 5mm (1⁄4in)

up, as marked on the template. Place the ribbon in

seam allowance. Forward- and reverse-stitch over

the centre of the head with the knot overhanging.

the ribbon and antennae several times to secure

Place the two antennae on either side of the ribbon

them in place. Remove the pins as you work.

with their big knots also overhanging, as shown.

make sure the wings are folded
away completely inside the body

pin so the heads of the pins face
towards the bottom of the body

10

Fold the wings twice so they sit inside the body and pin
them in place. It is important that the heads of the pins all
face towards the bottom of the butterly’s body, so you can
remove them later.

11

Fold the other two wings twice and
pin to hold the folds in place.

85
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14

Toys

Place these two wings on the opposite side of the body so their
raw edges slightly overhang the other side of the body. Pin them

13

Fold the second body back, aligning
the edges of the two bodies all

in place, as shown. Make sure the wings are the right way up, as

around. Pin in place. You may ind

marked on the template, and that all your pin heads inside are

it easier to align the edges if you

facing towards the bottom of the butterly’s body.

bend the pins slightly.

Leaving the bottom of the butterly’s body
open, sew around the pinned edge to the

15

Use your inger to carefully remove the pins from
the wings inside the body, then turn right side out. Press

start of the seam that was sewn in step 9.

with a cool iron so as not to melt the cellophane. Stuff

Leave a 5mm (1⁄4in) seam allowance. Be sure

the butterly’s body with toy illing, then hand-stitch the

not to catch the folded wings in your stitches.

bottom closed. Make sure all pieces are irmly sewn on
and the ribbon does not present any hazard.

Clohing

Set of baby bibs

Set fbaby bibs
You can never have enough baby bibs. This pattern is super-quick so it’s easy
to make several bibs. Use old or inexpensive towelling as the backing fabric.
The pattern is designed for a six-month-old baby.

YOU WILL NEED

✿ tracing paper ✿ pencil ✿ scissors ✿ 28 x 21.5cm (11 x 81⁄2in) cotton

fabric per bib ✿ 28 x 21.5cm (11 x 81⁄2in) towelling fabric per bib ✿ pins ✿ sewing machine

✿ matching thread ✿ iron ✿ needle ✿ approximately 8cm (3in) strip of Velcro®

1

Trace the template on page 153
239 onto the tracing
paper and cut it out to make the pattern piece. Pin
the pattern piece to each fabric in turn and cut it out.
For each bib, cut one in fabric and one in towelling.

2

Place the fabric and towelling bib right side to right
side and pin them together. Leaving a 1cm (1⁄2in) seam
allowance, stitch all around the edge apart from 7cm
(23⁄4in) at the bottom edge for turning the bib through.

91
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Clothing

Trim the seam allowance along the curves to 5mm
(1⁄4in) and clip into it. Turn the bib right side out
through the gap in the bottom edge.

5

4

Iron the bib, then hand-stitch the gap at the bottom
closed, weaving your needle back and forth to catch
the fabric on both sides.

Cut a 2cm (3⁄4in) strip of Velcro®. Place one half of the Velcro® on the
fabric side of the bib strap and stitch it in place. Place the other half of
the Velcro® on the towel side of the opposite bib strap and sew it in place.

TOP
TIP

Enlarge the template if you’d like to make a bigger bib to fit an older child.

SIZE
To fit a
baby aged 0–3
months

Summertime booties

Summertime
booties
These booties look fantastic with a little summer dress and are especially
perfect for a special occasion. You can also make them for a boy:
simply choose more masculine fabrics and ribbon.

YOU WILL NEED

✿ tracing paper ✿ pencil ✿ scissors ✿ pins ✿ 28 x 46cm (11 x 18in) main fabric

✿ 28 x 46cm (11 x 18in) lining fabric ✿ 13 x 15.5cm (5 x 6in) lightweight fusible interfacing
✿ iron ✿ sewing machine capable of zigzag stitch ✿ thread to match main fabric
✿ 80cm (32in) of 1cm (1⁄2in) coordinating ribbon ✿ thread to match your ribbon ✿ needle

1

Trace the pattern templates on page 150
235 onto tracing
paper and cut them out to make the pattern pieces.

2

Pin the pattern pieces to the main and lining fabrics
and to the interfacing. Cut out the number speciied
on the pattern templates. You can cut out the main
and lining fabrics together to save time.

85
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Clothing

Iron the sole interfacings to the wrong
side of the main fabric sole pieces,

4

Place the main fabric and lining fabric fronts right side to right
side and pin them together. Stitch the top edge only, leaving a
5mm (1⁄4in) seam allowance.

making sure they are centred.

snip into the curves
but do not cut through
the stitches

5

Trim the seam allowance to 2.5mm
1

( ⁄8in) and clip into the corners and

6

Place the main fabric and lining fabric backs right side to right
side and pin them together. Stitch around the top edges and sides

curves. Turn the fronts right side out

leaving a 5mm (1⁄4in) seam allowance. Trim the seam allowance to

and iron.

2.5mm (1⁄8in) and clip the curves. Turn to the right side and iron.

Summertime booties

pin the fabric
and lining soles
together, wrong
side to wrong side

align the centre back of the sole
with the centre of the back

7

Place the main fabric and lining fabric soles wrong side to
wrong side and pin. Pin the centre backs of the sole pieces to
the centre of the backs, right side to right side, where indicated.

9

Stitch the backs to the soles leaving a 5mm (1⁄4in) seam
allowance and clipping carefully around the heel area as
you sew, to make a smooth curve.

8

Starting from the centre back, continue
pinning the backs to the soles, right side
to right side.

10

Pin the front booties to the soles right
side to right side, matching the centre
fronts of both pieces and overlapping
the fronts on either side by 1cm (1⁄2in).

97
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12

Clothing

Stitch the fronts in place, then trim the seam allowances to 2.5mm
(1⁄8in), clipping into the curves. Zigzag around the seams to neaten.

Turn each bootie right side out and, using your
ingers, roll the seam to make the curve of the sole.

13

Once inished, cut the ribbon into four equal
lengths and hand-stitch each length to the booties
where indicated with an X on the pattern.

TOP
TIP

Sewing small items can be tricky, so take your time as little mistakes will show.

Sea-side stencilled vests

Sea-side
stencilled vests
Using stencils made from freezer paper combined with fabric paints
is a quick and easy way to dress up baby vests, t-shirts, or any other cloth
items – the possibilities are endless. Use the stencil templates
we’ve provided or design your own.
YOU WILL NEED

✿ freezer paper ✿ marker pen ✿ scissors ✿ craft knife ✿ cutting mat

✿ 1 baby vest per stencil ✿ iron ✿ cardboard ✿ fabric paints in bark blue, green, orange,
red, purple, and white, or in the colours of your choice ✿ 1 paintbrush per colour, or
wash your brush well between changes of colour

1

Wash and pre-shrink the items of clothing you plan to stencil.
Trace the templates on page 154
241 onto the dull side of the freezer
paper, leaving plenty of space around each design. Use scissors
to cut out each design so it is centred on a rectangle of paper.

2

Using the craft knife and a cutting mat,
cut away the freezer paper within the
outlines to create each stencil.

101
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Clothing

avoid paint seeping through by
placing cardboard behind the fabric

iron on the dull side of
the paper or it will melt
and stick to your iron

3

Centre the stencil, shiny side down, on the front of
the baby vest. Iron the stencil into position, making

4

Place a piece of cardboard inside the vest, behind
the stencil. This ensures that the paint will not bleed

sure the fabric lies lat underneath. The stencil must

through. Use the white paint to mix lighter versions

be securely attached, especially around the cut edges

of the blue and purple paints, for the two-tone

of the design.

designs. Use the paintbrush to dab paint carefully
and evenly over the stencil.

5

Allow the paint to dry, then apply a second coat.
Leave to dry completely. If necessary, wash your
paintbrush, then move on to the next stencil design.

6

When the second coat is dry, peel off the stencil.
Finish as recommended by the paint manufacturer,
usually by ironing. Wash and dry the stencilled fabric,
following the manufacturer’s instructions.

Sunny days bonnet

Sunny daysbonnet
Perfect for sunny days in the garden or for a picnic, this cloth sun bonnet
will it a baby aged 9–12 months. Choose bright fabrics that complement
one another for the main fabric and the lining.

YOU WILL NEED

✿ tracing or tissue paper ✿ pencil ✿ scissors ✿ pins

✿ 48.5 x 58.5cm (19 x 23in) cotton main fabric ✿ 48.5 x 51cm (19 x 20in) cotton lining fabric
✿ 18 x 35.5cm (7 x 14in) fusible interfacing ✿ iron ✿ sewing machine ✿ matching thread
✿ 25.5cm (10in) of 1cm (1⁄2in) elastic ✿ two safety pins

1

Trace the pattern templates on
page 152
238 onto tracing or tissue

2

Iron interfacing to the wrong
side of the brim main fabric and

3

Fold and pin the tie band pieces
lengthways, right side to right

paper and cut them out. Pin the

to the brim lining fabric, making

side, as indicated on the pattern.

pattern pieces to the fabrics and

sure the interfacing is shiny side

Leaving a 1cm (1⁄2in) seam

interfacing, as speciied on the

down. Follow the instructions

allowance, sew along the angled

pattern. Cut them out.

that come with your interfacing

ends and long sides. Turn to the

when ironing it to the fabric.

right side, then iron.
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Clothing

sandwich the brim between the main
fabric crown and the lining fabric crown

4

6

Place the interfaced brim pieces right
side to right side and stitch around

5

Place the brim on the edge of the main fabric crown, right side
to right side and matching the centres. Put the lining fabric crown

the edge, leaving a 1cm (1⁄2in) seam

on top, matching the front edges and sandwiching the brim in

allowance. Trim and clip the curves,

between. Stitch along the edge, through all the layers, then turn

then turn to the right side and iron.

through to the right side and iron.

Matching the markings on the pattern, pin the main
fabric back to the free edge of the main fabric crown,
1

7

Sew along the pinned curved edge leaving a 1cm
(1⁄2in) seam allowance. Iron the seam towards the

right side to right side. Make 5mm ( ⁄4in) snips along

centre of the bonnet. Repeat steps 6 and 7 to join

the curved edge.

the lining back to the lining crown. Turn the bonnet
right side out.

Sunny days bonnet

8

Join the bottom edge of the back by pinning the
free edges of the main and lining backs together,
matching the seams. Stitch along the entire length.

9

Pin the tie bands to the two front corners below the
brim, 5mm (1⁄4in) from the bottom edge. Position them
so they stick outwards, as shown. Stitch them in place.

topstitch
along the
folded edge

10

Fold up the bottom edge 2cm (3⁄4in) towards the
lining of the bonnet, then fold it up again by the
same amount. Pin in place.

11

To form the casing for the elastic, topstitch
close to the edge of the irst fold you made,
removing the pins as you work.

107
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Clothing

With a safety pin on each end of the elastic,
thread it through the casing, so that the ends

13

Topstitch across the casing over the seam where
the back joins the crown on one side only: this

with their safety pins are just out of sight inside

will secure the elastic in place on that side of

the casing.

the bonnet.

Pull the other end of the elastic to gather the
fabric at the back of the bonnet. Sew across the

15

Pull on one of the safety pins to pull the end
of the elastic out of the casing. Cut the elastic as

casing over the other seam where the back joins

short as you can. The remaining elastic will spring

the crown to secure the elastic in place on this side

back into the casing and no longer be visible.

of the bonnet, as in step 13. Each end of the elastic

Repeat on the other side of the bonnet.

will still have a safety pin attached to it.

TOP
TIP

Iron the fabric after each step to ensure a sharp, professional finish.

Newborn cap

Newborncap
This soft, stretchy cap is designed to it a newborn baby and matches
the newborn mitts on pages 186–189.
114–117 The two together would make a lovely
gift set for any new baby. Choose appropriate fabrics depending on
whether the baby is a girl or a boy.

YOU WILL NEED

✿ tracing paper ✿ pencil ✿ scissors ✿ 28 x 41cm (11 x 16in) soft, plain jersey fabric

✿ 25.5 x 41cm (10 x 16in) soft, patterned jersey fabric ✿ sewing machine capable of zigzag stitch
✿ ballpoint needle for the sewing machine (recommended) ✿ thread to match the fabrics
✿ pinking shears (optional) ✿ needle

the fabric should
stretch widthways
across the hat

1

Trace the template on page 154
241 onto the tracing paper
and use it to cut out one short pattern piece and
one long pattern piece.

2

Using the long pattern piece, cut two pieces from
the plain fabric. Using the short pattern piece, cut
two pieces from the patterned fabric. Make sure you
cut the fabric so that it stretches widthways across
the hat, not lengthways.

111
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Clothing

trim the seam
but do not cut
through the
stitches

3

Set the sewing machine to a wide zigzag stitch with
a normal stitch length. Place the plain fabric pieces

4

Place the patterned fabric pieces right side to right
side and zigzag stitch around the curve, leaving a

right side to right side and, using a ballpoint needle,

1cm (1⁄2in) seam allowance. Trim and clip into the

sew around the curve, 1cm (1⁄2in) from the edge. Trim

seam allowance as in step 3. Turn to the right side.

the seam allowance to 5mm (1⁄4in) and snip into the
curve without cutting through the stitches. Or, use
pinking shears to trim the seam allowance.

wrong side

5

Insert the plain fabric cap into the patterned fabric
cap, wrong side to wrong side. Align the seams and
make sure the plain fabric cap sits smoothly and
evenly inside the patterned fabric cap.

6

Using a needle and thread, sew a few stitches
through the curved seams at the top of the cap
to join the inner and outer caps together.

Newborn cap

7

Fold up the raw edge of the plain inner cap twice,
so that the irst fold you made sits against the bottom
edge of the outer patterned cap. Make sure the fold is
even all around.

Use soft fabrics that will sit
comfortably against baby’s sensitive
skin. Organic bamboo jersey is a
good choice for the inner cap.

8

Using a needle and thread, securely stitch the
folded edge of the inner cap to the outer cap, covering
the raw edge of the outer cap.

113

Newborn mitts

Newbornmitts
Designed to match the newborn cap, these little mitts will stop your
baby from accidentally scratching herself. Choose a soft, stretchy fabric
so that they are comfortable against baby’s delicate skin.
YOU WILL NEED

✿ tracing paper ✿ pencil ✿ pins ✿ scissors ✿ 23 x 25.5cm (9 x 10in) soft,

jersey fabric ✿ sewing machine capable of zigzag stitch ✿ ballpoint needle for the sewing
machine (recommended) ✿ matching thread ✿ 23cm (9in) of 5mm (1⁄4in) wide elastic

✿ four small safety pins ✿ pinking shears (optional)

1

Trace the template on page 233
149 onto the tracing
paper and cut it out. Pin this pattern piece to the
fabric and cut around it. Repeat to make four
identical mitt halves.

2

Fold the straight edge of one mitt half over by 3cm
(11⁄4in) to the wrong side. Machine-stitch a straight
line 5mm (1⁄4in) from the edge, then another line,
parallel to the irst and 1.5cm (5⁄8in) from the edge, to
form a casing. Repeat for the other three mitt halves.
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Clothing

use a safety pin to
guide the elastic
through the casing

SIZE
To fit a
baby aged 0–3
months

3

Cut four pieces of elastic, each 5.5cm (21⁄4in) long. Attach a safety pin to
one end of each piece of elastic and use the pin to work the elastic part-way
through the casing.

4

Align the end of the elastic without the safety pin
with the edge of the mitt. The remaining elastic will

5

Continue working the remaining elastic through
the casing, using the safety pin, so that the other end

be inside the casing. Sew the end of the elastic in

of the elastic aligns with the other edge of the mitt

place with a few short machine stitches, irst going

and the casing ruches. Remove the pin and, holding

forwards then backwards.

the elastic, sew it in place, as in step 4. Repeat steps
4 and 5 for the remaining three mitt halves.

Newborn mitts

6

Pin two mitt halves together right side to right
side, aligning the edges. Set the machine to a wide

7

117

Trim the seam allowance to 5mm (1⁄4in) and snip
into the curve without cutting through the stitches,

zigzag with a normal stitch length and sew around

or use pinking shears to trim the seam allowance.

the curved sides of the mitt, close to the edge. Leave

Finally, turn the mitt right side out. Repeat steps 6

the elasticated edge open. Repeat for the second mitt.

and 7 for the second mitt.

When working with a stretch fabric,
it is important to make sure you do not
pull on the fabric when either cutting
or sewing it, as it will distort the shape.

TOP
TIP

A ballpoint needle prevents jersey fabric from tearing when you machine-sew it.

For mum

Two-toned nappy bag

Two-toned
nappy bag
Create this fabulous nappy bag in fabrics to suit your personal taste and style.
If you’d like to make the bag more rigid, attach medium-weight fusible
interfacing to all your fabric pieces before starting to sew them together.
YOU WILL NEED

✿ 127 x 81.5cm (50 x 32in) main fabric ✿ 89 x 117cm (35 x 46in) contrasting

fabric for the lining ✿ ruler ✿ tailor’s chalk or pencil ✿ scissors ✿ tracing paper

✿ marker pen ✿ pins ✿ sewing machine capable of zigzag stitch ✿ matching thread
✿ iron ✿ safety pin ✿ needle

1

Measure and cut all the pieces for the bag following
the diagrams and instructions on page 158
249. Use tailor’s
chalk or pencil and a ruler to measure and mark all

2

Align the main and contrasting fabrics for the
back/lap on top of one another and pin together.

158 onto the tracing
Trace the template on page 249

the pieces. If you need to cut two pieces of fabric from

paper, then line up the paper with the corner of the

the same pattern piece, lay the fabric double and cut

fabrics, as marked on the diagram. Pin the paper in

both at the same time.

place, then cut along the curved line to round off the
corner. Repeat on the opposite corner.

125
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5

For mum

Fold the two inside pockets right side to right side
along the fold lines marked on the diagrams, then

4

Make a small box pleat in the middle of each
143 Pin
pocket, following the instructions on page 227.

pin. Sew around the raw edges leaving a 1cm (1⁄2in)

each pocket in position as marked on the diagrams,

seam allowance. Leave a 7.5cm (3in) gap in the seam.

right side up on the right side of the bag lining. Pin

Turn each pocket to the right side through the gap.

the smaller pocket to the lining of the bag front and

Use a pin to pull out the corners (see
thenste
iron the pockets.

the larger pocket to the lining of the bag back/lap.

Attach the pockets to the lining by
stitching along the middle stitch line of
each box pleat, then around the bottom

6

Fold the two side pockets right side to right side along the
fold lines marked on the diagrams. Pin, then stitch the raw short
edges together. Turn the pockets to the right side, then iron. Make

of each pocket and around the edges,

a small box pleat in each pocket following steps 1–5 on page 143
227,

leaving the top open. Each pocket now

then align the long edges of the pockets with the edges of one of

has two sections.

the side/bottom strips, as shown. Pin, leaving the pockets open
along one short edge. The openings should each be 11.5cm (4½in)
from the corresponding end of the side/bottom strip. Attach the
pockets by stitching around the sides and the bottom.

Two-toned nappy bag

SIZE
The final
bag is 26 x 37 x
7cm (101⁄4 x 141⁄2
x 23⁄4in)

7

Pin the lining and main fabric
back/lap pieces together right
side to right side. Leaving a 1cm
1

9

8

Clip into the seam allowance at the
clip marks, right up to the stitches.
Trim the seam allowance to 3mm

( ⁄2in) seam allowance, stitch

(1⁄8in), then clip around the curve. Turn

around the curved edge, between

to the right side and iron. The stitched,

the two clip marks indicated

curved part is now the bag lap and

on the diagrams.

the unstitched part is the bag back.

Pin the lining and main fabric
front pieces together right side

10

Make the strap by pinning the two strap pieces together, right side
to right side. Stitch together the long edges only, leaving the short edges

to right side. Stitch along the top

142 and iron. Find the
unsewn. Turn the strap to the right side (see p.226)

edge only, then turn to the right

centre of the strap and make two small pleats in the strap equidistant

side and iron.

from the centre, as shown. Pin, then stitch through all the layers.

13
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For mum

Lay the two side/bottom strips together, right
side to right side, sandwiching the back of the bag

12

Stitch through all three layers to 1cm (1⁄2in) from
the bottom edge of the back. With the bag still

between them. The side pockets should face the

under the presser foot, snip at an angle 1cm (1⁄2in)

right side of the back of the bag. Pin together, leaving

into the side/bottom strips only. Do not snip

1

a 1cm ( ⁄2in) seam allowance above the notch.

through the back of the bag. The snip line is
marked above in red, for reference.

13

Turn the side/bottom strips at the snips so their
edges align with the bottom edge of the bag, then

14

Stitch each end of the strap right side to right side
to each short edge of the side/bottom strip that you

pin, as shown. Pivot the entire bag under the

attached the side pockets to in step 6. Turn down

presser foot, then sew along the bottom edge to

the short edges of the other side/bottom strip by

the next corner. Snip again as in step 12, turn the

1cm (1⁄2in) and iron. These will be inished by hand

strips again, then pin them along the third side.

in step 17.

Pivot the bag again, then sew along the third side.

Two-toned nappy bag

15

Pin, then stitch together the long raw
edges of both side/bottom strips, with
their wrong sides together.

16

Pin the front of the bag to the sewn-up raw edges of the
side/bottom strip, right side to right side. Stitch, snipping
and pivoting at the corners as in step 12. Trim the seam
allowances to 5mm (1⁄4in), then zigzag them to neaten.

17

Working on the inside of the bag, hand-stitch to the strap the
turned-down edge that you made in step 14. This will close the
hole. Turn the bag to the right side and iron.

TOP
TIP

Make sure the strap is not twisted before you attach it in step 14.
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For mum

Tiny fotrints
plaque
There’s nothing cuter than a pair of tiny feet. This project can be done at
any age, even when your baby is very small. You may ind it easier to get an
impression while your baby is lying down, with the plate tilted almost
completely vertical, otherwise you will need someone to hold baby for you.
YOU WILL NEED

✿ extra-light, white, air-dry clay ✿ rolling pin

✿ round bowl, at least 14cm (51⁄2in) ✿ knife ✿ plate or other irm, portable surface
✿ drinking straw ✿ 70–100cm (271⁄2–40in) ribbon

1

Remove the clay from its package
and place it on a clean, lat work

2

Place the bowl lightly on the clay
and cut around it with a knife to

3

Gently push your baby’s feet
into the clay, one at a time. Be

surface. Using the rolling pin,

make a perfect circle. Remove the

sure to get an imprint of each

roll the clay out so that it is

excess clay and lift the bowl off.

toe and make sure that the feet

approximately 5mm (¼in) thick.

Put the clay circle on a plate or

imprints are even and level. If

other irm, portable surface.

you fail to get a clear imprint,
re-roll the clay and start again.

push the
straw
through
the clay

4

Once you have a clear imprint,
put the clay back on the clean,
lat work surface. Make two
holes in the top of the plaque
with the drinking straw. Ensure
the holes are level and centred.
Leave the clay to dry.

5

When the clay is dry, cut a
piece of ribbon, thread it through
the holes to make a loop and
inish with a bow. Your plaque is
now ready to hang on the wall.

Baby gift cards

Baygift cards
A handmade gift card is a little work of art that the recipient will
treasure for years to come. Choose scrapbook papers in patterns and
colours to suit your creations. Use the templates provided or create
your own unique designs using the same technique.
YOU WILL NEED

✿ shop-bought envelope in the size and colour of your choice

✿ heavyweight coloured card ✿ craft knife or scissors ✿ ruler ✿ cutting mat (optional)
✿ an assortment of scrapbook papers ✿ glue stick ✿ pencil ✿ tracing paper

Fold the card in half
along the score line

1

Measure the shop-bought envelope, then cut the card so that
the inished card will it inside the envelope. This means that when
the card is folded, it is approximately 5mm (1⁄4in) smaller than the
envelope in both height and width.

2

Use a ruler and the blunt side of the
craft knife or the scissors blade to
carefully score the card along the fold
line. Take care not to cut through the
card. Fold the card along the score line.
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3

For mum

Measure the front of the card, then cut a piece of
scrapbook paper 1.5cm (1⁄2in) smaller on all four sides

4

Stick the piece of scrapbook paper to the front of the
folded card using a glue stick. Make sure the paper is
centred and square with the edges of the card.

than the folded card. This will leave a margin all
around the paper once it is in position.

5

Using a pencil, trace your choice of template from
155 onto the tracing paper. Turn the tracing
page 242
paper over and pencil over the traced lines.

6

Turn the tracing paper over again so the image
is the right way round, then lay the tracing paper on
the scrapbook paper. Pencil over the traced lines yet
again to transfer the image to the paper. Use different
scrapbook paper for each part of the design.

Baby gift cards

7

Once you have transferred the different parts of the
design to the different pieces of scrapbook paper, cut
the shapes out using the craft knife or scissors.

9

Once you are happy with the positioning, use
the glue stick to glue the main parts of the design
in place.

8

Before you glue anything in place, lay the main
parts of the design on the printed paper to check
their positioning.

10

Finish by gluing the smaller details in place,
then leave the card to dry.
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Cupcake gift set

Cupcakegift set
If you need a present for a new mum, this cupcake gift set is cute
and easy to make. The instructions are for four cupcakes but
simply adjust the quantities if you’d like to make more.
YOU WILL NEED

✿ four baby vests size 0–3 months in assorted colours

✿ one pair of scratch mitts ✿ one pair of socks ✿ one cake box approximately
16 x 16cm (61⁄2 x 61⁄2in) (optional) ✿ decorative-edge scissors (optional)

✿ plain or patterned paper, or four jumbo-sized cupcake cases
✿ 2m (79in) ribbon ✿ clear tape ✿ scissors

the vest is folded in thirds

1

Place one baby vest face up on a lat surface. Fold the
sleeve and about one-third of the side of the vest in
towards the middle of the vest, as shown.

2

Fold the opposite sleeve and side in towards the
middle by an equal amount, as shown.
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For mum

TOP
TIP

3

Choose clothing in a variety of colours that remind you of delicious icing.

Now fold the vest in half. You should have a strip
approximately 5cm (2in) wide.

4

Fold one scratch mitt or sock so its upper edge
comes about three-quarters of the way up the
folded piece.

5

Now fold the mitt or sock in half widthways and
hold it in place so the folds do not come undone.

6

Place the folded mitt or sock on one end of the
folded vest strip, with its top sticking out slightly.
Start rolling the vest up around the mitt or sock
to form the cupcake shape.

Cupcake gift set

7

Holding everything securely, wrap a piece of ribbon
around the cupcake and secure it with clear tape to

8

3
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Trace the cupcake case template on page 236
151
onto plain or patterned paper and cut out four. Use

hold it all together. Repeat steps 1–7 to make three

decorative-edge or normal scissors to make a fancy

more cupcakes.

edge on the curved side of each piece of paper.
Alternatively, use bought jumbo-sized cupcake cases.

9

Wrap the paper cupcake case around the cupcake
and secure it in place with clear tape.

10

Arrange the cupcakes in the cake box or arrange
them creatively on a plate or decorative cake stand.
Tie a ribbon around the box to keep it closed, then
present it to mum.

For mum
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Firt
irthday
silhouette
To capture a clear proile of your baby, he must be able to hold his head up, so
why not make this charming silhouette as a irst birthday keepsake? You could
even start a birthday tradition, making a new silhouette each year so
you can look back and see how your baby has changed.

YOU WILL NEED

✿ craft knife ✿ ruler ✿ cutting mat ✿ patterned paper, large enough to it the frame

✿ photo of your baby’s proile, enlarged to the size of your choice ✿ tracing paper ✿ pencil
✿ scissors ✿ coordinating plain paper, large enough for the silhouette ✿ low-tack tape
✿ glue stick or spray mount ✿ 15 x 15cm (6 x 6in) frame, or the size of your choice

1

Using a craft knife, ruler, and
cutting mat, cut the patterned
paper to it your frame.

2

Trace your baby’s proile from
the photo onto the tracing paper,

3

Lightly attach the template to
the plain paper with low-tack tape.

then cut it out with scissors. This

Trace around the template with

will be your template.

a pencil, then carefully cut the
silhouette out with a craft knife.

4

Apply glue or spray mount to
the back of the silhouette, then
centre it on the patterned paper
and smooth it down. Once the
adhesive is dry, place the inished
silhouette in the frame.

Reference
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How to

hand-stitch
and embroider

Running stitch

Use this selection of common embroidery and hand stitches
to decorate your projects. A small embroidery motif on a toy,
blanket, or piece of clothing can set it apart as something
lovingly crafted and to be cherished for years. Always secure
your stitches at the back of the work or with the thread tails
hidden beneath satin stitch.

Work the needle and thread in and
out of the fabric, creating stitches of
even length that are evenly spaced.

Blanket stitch

Satin stitch

French knot

Working from left to right, insert the

Bring the needle to the front at one

Bring the needle to the front of the

needle through the right side of the

side of the shape to be worked. Take it

fabric. Wrap the thread around the

fabric. As the needle appears at the

over the shape and to the back on the

needle, then push the needle to the

edge, wrap the thread under the

opposite side. Continue using long,

back, just next to the hole where it

needle and pull the needle through.

smooth stitches without pulling, as

emerged from the back.

this would pucker the fabric.

Flat fell stitch

1

Great for seaming two overlapping
layers on a project, particularly the

2

Reinsert the needle through
the irst layer of fabric only, just

3

Continue working, taking care
not to pull the thread too tight.

raw edge of a non-fraying fabric

above where the thread came

You will have tiny stitches on the

such as felt. Working from right to

out, and then bring it back out,

right side and longer stitches on

left, take the needle to the front

one stitch along, through both

the wrong side.

through both layers of fabric.

layers of fabric.

How to hand-stitch and embroider

Back stitch

1

Take the needle to the back of
the fabric, take a stitch forwards,

2

then bring the needle back out.

Take a stitch backwards,
inserting the needle in the

3

Continue making stitches
forwards underneath the fabric
and backwards on top.

end of the last stitch.

Chain stitch

1

Take the needle to the back of
the fabric, take a stitch forwards

2

Pull the needle through the
loop, then take it to the back

3

Repeat steps 1 and 2 to form a
chain of loops. Try to keep the

and bring the needle back out,

of the fabric again, inserting

loops all the same size so that

looping the thread over the point

it where it came out in step 1.

the chain looks even and neat.

of the needle as it emerges.

Lazy daisy stitch

1

To make the irst petal, take
the needle to the back of the

2

Pull the needle through the
loop then make a short stitch

3

Make the next and subsequent
petals in the same way, starting

fabric, make a stitch, and bring

to the back of the fabric to

each one at the centre of the

the needle back out, looping the

secure the petal in place.

daisy and working around.

thread over the point of the
needle as it emerges.
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How to

1

make a fabric tube

Having sewn the two long edges
of the fabric together, right side to

2

right side, attach a safety pin to

Push the safety pin into the
opening at the end. It will pull

3

the end of the tube with it.

Using both hands, work the
safety pin through the tube. The
fabric will bunch up as you go,

one of the short ends.

but keep hold of the pin and
continue pushing it through.

4

Work the pin completely
through the tube until it comes
out at the other end.

5

Pull on the safety pin and the
rest of the tube will follow. The

6

Iron the tube flat, positioning
the seam either to one side or

fabric tube will now be the right

in the middle, depending on

way out.

the project.

How to make box pleats for the projects

How to

1

143
13

make box pleats for the projects

Referring to the pattern for your
project, fold and stitch your pocket

2

Using a second colour of chalk,
measure and lightly mark your

3

Fold the fabric up on one fold
line to meet the central stitch

as required. Working along the

stitch lines according to the

line, creating a pleat. Pin the

bottom edge of the pocket strip,

pattern or instructions.

pleat in place.

take one colour of tailor’s chalk
and measure and lightly mark
your fold lines along this edge.

4

Fold the next fold line up and
back to meet the same stitch
line, creating a second pleat.

5

Pin the second pleat in place,
creating a box pleat. Do not

6

Using a straight stitch, sew
along the bottom, stitching the

overlap the two folded edges,

pleats in place. Remove the pins

but ensure they sit right against

as you work. Iron the pocket strip.

one another. Repeat steps 1–5 for
any other pleats on the pocket
strip, if necessary.

1
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Templates

Cuddly cushions (pp.10–15)
Enlarge by 190% on a photocopier

lamb body: cut 1
nose: cut 1 and place here

horns: cut 1
of each and
place here

forelock: cut
1 and place here

bow: cut
1 and place
here

nose: cut 1
and place here

girafe body: cut 1

Lamb

hooves: cut 1 of each
and place here

broken lines are stitching lines

Giraffe

Templates

Counting sheep blanket (pp.36–39)
30–33
Enlarge by 190% on a photocopier
faces: cut 4
plus 1 in reverse

sheep body: cut 2
plus 1 in reverse
fence: cut 1

ears: cut 5

small grass: cut 2

jumping sheep body:
cut 2

large grass: cut 1

Use this position guide to lay out the pieces on the blanket.
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Templates

Felt friends mobile (pp.56–59)
40–43
Enlarge by 180% on a photocopier

Donkey

Squirrel
arms: cut 4 in tan
bridle: cut 1 of each in red

ears: cut 2 in grey

nose: cut
2 in white
squirrel body:
cut 2 in tan

shirt:
cut 2 in green

ears: cut
2 in tan
donkey body:
cut 2 in grey

Cat
face stripes:
cut 3 in grey

mane: cut
2 in black
nose: cut 1 in tan

skirt: cut 1 from spotted fabric
cat body:
cut 2 in cream
trousers:
cut 2 in blue

Templates

Giraffe

Elephant

ears: cut
2 in cream

ears: cut 2 in grey

elephant body:
cut 2 in grey

horns: cut 2 in tan
trousers:
cut 2 in red

spots: cut 6 in tan
girafe body:
cut 2
in cream

straps: cut 2 in red

Fox
jumper:
cut 2 in mint
arms: cut
4 in cream

tail tip:
cut 2 in white

skirt: cut 1 from check fabric

fox body:
cut 2 in brown

arms: cut
4 in brown

face: cut
1 in white
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Templates

34–39
Cosy bath-time penguin pair (pp.44–49)
Enlarge by 200% on a photocopier

Bath-time penguin wrap

position eye here

beak: cut 2 from
lemon/cream flannel
face: cut 1
from white flannel

position eye here

Bath-time penguin toy
beak: cut 1 from lemon/cream flannel

position
eye here

position
eye here

body: cut 2 from blue towel

face and tummy:
cut 1 from white flannel

Templates

Flower petals play-mat (pp.52–55)
26–29

114–117
Newborn mitts (pp.186–189)

Enlarge by 200% on a photocopier

Enlarge by 200% on a photocopier

mitt: cut 4
petal: cut 28

Button bunny (pp.28–29)
24–25
Enlarge by 50
200%
onaaphotocopier
photocopier
% on
Enlarge by 200

bunny: cut 1
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Templates

Summertime booties (pp.154–159)
94–99 )
Enlarge by 140% on a photocopier

centre
front
centre
front
front: cut 2 from main fabric
and 2 from lining fabric
sole: cut 2 from main fabric
and 2 from lining fabric

top edge

sole interfacing: cut 2 from interfacing
centre
back

centre back

attach the
ribbon here

broken lines are stitching lines

back: cut 2 from main fabric
and 2 from lining fabric

attach the
ribbon here

Templates

68–71 )
Sleepy puppy rattle (pp.104–107)

Flutterby pram toy (pp.130–135)
82–87 )

Enlarge by 200% on a photocopier

Enlarge by 200% on a photocopier

This edge
up for the
upper wings

wings: cut 4
plus 4 in reverse

body: cut 2
body: cut 2
ears: cut 4

This edge up for
the lower wings

broken lines are embroidery lines

align broken line with body edge

Cupcake gift set (pp.216–219)
132–135
Enlarge by 200% on a photocopier

cupcake case

151

152

Templates

Sunny days bonnet (pp.166–171)
104–109
Enlarge by 225% on a photocopier
tie band: cut 2 from main fabric

crown: cut 1 from main fabric
and 1 from lining fabric

front edge

fold

centre

match these marks with
the marks on the back

place on fold

back: cut 1 from main fabric
and 1 from lining fabric

match these marks with
the marks on the crown

brim: cut 1 from main fabric, 1 from
lining fabric, and 2 from interfacing

place on fold

Templates

150–153)

Cuddly owl cushion (pp.74–77)
50–53 )

Set of baby bibs (pp.90–93)

Enlarge by 225% on a photocopier

Enlarge by 305% on a photocopier
this is where your
Velcro® will sit

eyes: cut 2
from grey
fabric

mask: cut
1 from white
fabric
place on fold

centre

bib: cut 1 from main fabric
and 1 from towelling fabric

place on fold

centre

wings: cut 1 from wing
fabric plus 1 in reverse

nose: cut 1
from nose
fabric

body: cut 2 from
body fabric
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Templates

100–103
Sea-side stencilled vests (pp.174–177)
Enlarge by 170% on a photocopier, or to desired size

Starry night swaddle
44–47 )
blanket (pp.66–69

Newborn cap (pp.182–185)
110–113
Enlarge by 165% on a photocopier

Actual size

cap: cut 2 short from printed fabric
and 2 long from plain fabric

cut here for short

cut here for long

Templates

Baby gift cards (pp.212–215)
128–131
Enlarge by 155% on a photocopier

155

Templates

156

Safari puppets (pp.144–147)
78–81 )
Actual size

For all finger puppets

Hippo

ears: cut 2 in light blue
inner ears: cut 2 in pink

head: cut 2 for
each puppet

nostrils: cut 2 in pink

teeth: cut 2 in white

snout: cut 1 in light blue

Crocodile

Zebra

eyes: cut
2 in white

mane: cut
1 in black

stripes: cut
all in black

Lion
ears: cut
2 in white

inner ears:
cut 2 in pink

nose: cut
1 in black

teeth: cut 10 in white

mane: cut
1 in brown

Templates

116–12

Fabric animals picture book

❷ body:

Bird

cut 1 in yellow

(pp. 72–77 ) Enlarge by 325% on a photocopier
Sew the pieces on in the order numbered below
broken lines are stitching lines

❶ beak:
cut 1 in orange

Rabbit
Frog
pink zigzag
stitch

❸ paws:

❷ hind legs:

❶ lily pad: cut one 23 x 9.5cm (9 x 33⁄4in)
rectangle, with one long edge cut into a
gentle curve, in dark green

cut 1 of each
in green

cut 2 in white

➏ front legs:
cut 2 in green

❷ body:
cut 1 in white

➐ eyes:
cut 2 in white

❸ body:
cut 1 in green

❶ grass: cut one 23 x 9cm (9 x 31⁄2in) piece in green

➎ belly:
cut 1 in yellow

Cat

➍ head: cut 1 in
green; zigzag stitch
the mouth in pink

❶ wall: cut one 23 x 9cm (9 x 3 ⁄2in) piece in red
1

❷ body:
cut 1 in black

Caterpillar

❸ tummy:

❸ body: cut 1 in
green; satin stitch
the mouth in pink

cut 1 in white

Fish

➍ bubbles: cut 1

❶ body: cut 1 in orange

of each in white

❷ feet:
cut 1 in orange

❶ leaf: cut 1 in dark green
➍ eyes:
cut 1 in
white

❷ fin: cut 1
in orange

❸ eye: cut 1 in white
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Templates

120–125
Two-toned nappy bag (pp.204–209)
Cut all fabric pieces to size according to the diagrams
Enlarge the rounded flap corner template by 265%

rounded flap corner
side pockets 14 x 29.5cm
(51⁄2 x 113⁄4in): cut 2 from
main fabric

fold

rounded flap corner

back/flap 54 x 40.5cm (211⁄4 x 16in): cut
1 from main fabric and 1 from lining fabric

clip

back inside pocket
33 x 45cm (13 x 173⁄4in):
cut 1 from main fabric

clip

29cm (111⁄2in)

position of
back inside
pocket

fold
strap 112 x 10cm (44 x 4in):
cut 2 from lining fabric

5.5cm (21⁄4in)

front 30 x 40.5cm (12 x 16in): cut 1 from
main fabric and 1 from lining fabric
front inside pocket
29.5 x 29cm (113⁄4 x 111/2in):
cut 1 from main fabric

position of
front inside
pocket

fold

7cm (23⁄4in)

position of
side pocket

side/bottom strip 94 x 10cm (37 x 4in):
cut 2 from lining fabric

position of
side pocket

For each pocket, mark the stitch mark at the bottom centre of the pocket. For both the front inside
pocket and the back inside pocket, measure and mark the fold lines 2cm (3⁄4in) either side of the stitch
line. For the side pockets, measure and mark the fold lines 5mm (1⁄4in) either side of the stitch line.
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Glossary
Appliqué One piece of fabric being

Cutting mat Self-healing mat used

Hem allowance Amount of fabric

stitched to another in a decorative

in conjunction with a rotary cutter to

allowed for turning under to make

manner.

protect the blade and the cutting surface.

the hem.

Armhole Opening in a garment for

Dart Tapered, stitched fold of fabric used

Interfacing A fabric placed between

the sleeve and arm.

to give shape and contour to a sewn item.

garment and facing to give structure

Back stitch A strong hand stitch with

Ease Distributing fullness in fabric

thicknesses, interfacing can be fusible

a double stitch on the wrong side.

when joining two seams together of

(bonds to the fabric by applying heat)

slightly different lengths, for example

or non-fusible (needs to be sewn to

a sleeve to an armhole.

the fabric).

Facing Layer of fabric placed on the

Jersey Cotton or wool yarn that has

inside of a garment and used to inish

been knitted to give stretch.

and support. Available in different

Bias 45-degree line on fabric that falls
between the lengthways and the
crossways grain.

Bias binding Narrow strips of fabric cut

off raw edges of an armhole or neck of

on the bias. Used to give a neat inish.

a garment. Usually a separate piece of

Mitre The diagonal line made where

fabric, the facing can sometimes be an

two edges of a piece of fabric meet at

extension of the garment itself.

a corner, produced by folding. See also

Binding Method of inishing a raw edge
by wrapping it in a strip of bias-cut fabric.

Mitred corner.

Felt A nonwoven fabric or group of
Blanket stitch Hand stitch worked

ibres matted together through heat,

Mitred corner Diagonal seam formed

along the raw or inished edge of fabric

moisture, and pressure.

when fabric is joined at a corner.

to neaten, and for decorative purposes.

Excess fabric is cut away before or

Flat fell stitch A strong, secure

after stitching.

Bobbin Round holder beneath the

stitch used to hold two layers together

needle plate of a sewing machine on

permanently. Often used to secure

Notion An item of haberdashery, other

which the thread is wound.

bias bindings.

than fabric, needed to complete a

Centre back The vertical line of

Freezer paper A treated paper used to

symmetry of a pattern back piece.

store frozen foods. One side has a lightly

Pinking A method of neatening raw

waxed surface that will stick to fabric

edges of fray-resistant fabric using

Centre front The vertical line of

when ironed. It is available in some

pinking shears. This will leave a

symmetry of a pattern front piece.

major supermarkets and online.

zigzag edge.

project, such as a button, zip, or elastic.

Cotton Soft, durable, and inexpensive

Hem The edge of a piece of fabric

Pinking shears Cutting tool with

fabric widely used. Made from the

neatened and stitched to prevent

serrated blades, used to trim raw

ibrous hairs covering the seed pods

unravelling. There are several methods of

edges of fray-resistant fabrics to

of the cotton plant.

doing this, both by hand and by machine.

neaten seam edges.

Glossary

Pivoting Technique used to machine-

Right side The outer side of a fabric,

Topstitch Machine straight stitching

stitch a corner. The machine is stopped

or the visible part.

worked on the right side of an item,

at the corner with the needle in the
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close to the inished edge.

fabric, then the foot is raised, the fabric

Rotary cutter Tool for cutting fabric

turned following the direction of the

neatly and easily, and useful for cutting

Topstitched seam A seam inished with

corner, and the foot lowered for stitching

multiple straight edges. It has different

a row of topstitching for decorative effect.

to continue.

sizes of retractable blade.

Pleat An even fold or series of folds

Running stitch A simple, evenly

loops on the surface. Also called terry

in fabric, often partially stitched down.

spaced straight stitch separated by

cloth.

Towelling fabric Cotton fabric with

equal-sized spaces.

Presser foot The part of a sewing

Velcro® Two-part fabric fastening

machine that is lowered onto the fabric

Seam Stitched line where two edges

consisting of two layers, a “hook” side

to hold it in place over the needle plate

of fabric are joined together.

and a “loop” side; when pressed together

while stitching. There are different feet
available.

the two pieces stick to each other.

Seam allowance The amount of fabric
allowed for on a pattern where sections

Wool roving A long, narrow bundle of

Press studs Fasteners used as a

are to be joined together by a seam. The

wool ibres that have been carded, but

lightweight hidden fastener.

distance between the raw edges of the

not spun into yarn.

fabric and the stitching line.

Wrong side Reverse side of a fabric;

PUL fabric (Polyurethane laminated
fabric) A thin, waterproof fabric made by

Stitch in the ditch A line of straight

laminating cloth fabric so that it becomes

stitches sewn on the right side of the

waterproof on the wrong side. It is

work, in the ditch created by a seam.

available through many online retailers.

the inside of a garment or other item.

Zigzag stitch Machine stitch used to
neaten and secure seam edges and for

Straight stitch Plain machine stitch,

decorative purposes. The width and

PVC fabric (Polyvinyl chloride fabric) A

used for most applications. The length of

length of the zigzag can be altered.

synthetic, waterproof fabric with a sheen.

the stitch can be altered to suit the fabric.

Raw edge Cut edge of fabric that

Tacking stitch A temporary running

consisting of two strips of fabric tape,

requires inishing, for example using

stitch used to hold pieces of fabric

carrying specially shaped metal or plastic

zigzag stitch, to prevent fraying.

together.

teeth that lock together by means of

Reverse stitch Machine stitch that

Tailor’s chalk Square- or triangular-

simply stitches back over a row of

shaped piece of chalk used to mark

stitches to secure the threads. Should

fabric. Available in a variety of colours,

Zip foot Narrow machine foot with

be done at the beginning and end of

tailor’s chalk can be removed easily

a single toe that can be positioned

a seam to secure it.

by brushing.

on either side of the needle.

Zip Fastening widely used on garments

a pull or slider. Zips are available in
different colours and weights.
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